H o w d o e s t h e B u s y B a r r o w Wo r k ?
Skip swings forward
load moves over wheel
reduces weight on handle
Skip is easily detached
Skip unlocked

The BUSY BARROW

H o w d o e s t h e B u s y B a r r o w Wo r k ?
Skip locked in position for tipping
Handle design aids tipping

Skip unlocked
Drop off one skip
attach another

Load remains horizontal
even on slopes

Scientifically proven to reduce back strain compared to conventional designs
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Scientifically proven to reduce back strain compared to conventional designs

The Busy Barrow™ is a versatile, multi-terrain, multi-purpose, heavy duty wheelbarrow. Its unique patented skip-like
barrow pivots to keep loads level, detaches for easy loading and unloading and significantly reduces the strain on the
operators body when compared to conventional wheelbarrows.

Ease of Use: Tests carried out at the University of Worcester showed that the Busy Barrow lessens the overall impact
on the body by as much as 45 per cent. Great news for anyone suffering from back or joint problems.

Busy Barrow - How it Works

Easier Tipping

The Patented design of the Busy Barrow has features
that combine to allow the Busy Barrow to reduce strain
on the operator, keep loads level, negotiation hills,
detach and exchange skips and make tipping easier.

Finally, the skip can be locked into place with a simple, robust catch, to allow the operator
to load/unload the skip with a spade without it swinging. Also, with the skip locked the
barrow can be tipped and emptied like a conventional wheelbarrow. When tipping,
the Busy Barrow’s handles are designed to reduce the height the operator
needs to raise them in order to empty the skip and significantly reduces
the amount the operator has to lean compared to a conventional
wheelbarrow.

Here is a short guide to the clever features of the multipurpose Busy Barrow, the “Super Wheelbarrow”.

Pivoting Skip

Additional skips can be purchased including a perforated bottom useful for draining wet loads.

The Busy Barrow’s galvanised steel skip is free to pivot
just like the large skips you see on lorries. This means
that when you lift the wheelbarrow the skip and its contents remain level - no more spills.

The Busy Barrow is a boon to busy nurseries where frequent lifting of wheelbarrows can take its toll. It is just as at
home in the garden where its ergonomic design helps make
gardening less of a strain.

Secondly, due to the design of the steel frame, the skip
moves forward to substantially distribute the weight onto the
front wheel, therefore reducing the load on the handles, this
significantly reduces the strain on the operator.

Buying the Busy Barrow

Moreover, by raising the handles to a vertical position the skip
can be rested on the ground for easy loading and unloading.

The Busy Barrow is available with a flat-pack or fully welded
frame. You can buy on line at www.BusyBarrow.com or call
0121 526 6919 and speak to our friendly staff now.

Level Load

Enquiries:

The pivoting skip also allows the Busy Barrow to tackle slopes that
would defeat a conventional wheelbarrow. The skip and load remain
level with the load being concentrated on the wheel.
When you reach your destination, the skip can be parked by raising
the handles to a vertical position and can be detached easily. This
allows you to drop off one skip and pick up another.

www.BusyBarrow.com

Less Effort: When carrying a load in the Busy Barrow, the pivoted
bucket moves forward, over the axle, therefore reducing the weight
on the arms. Not only that, on uneven or sloping ground, the pivot
allows the container to remain in a level position, therefore, reducing the chance of spillage.
The heavy-duty wheelbarrow that make light work of your load.
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